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from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1883 Excerpt: . Aq = HClAq= 17320 HClAq+ KHOAq=
KClAq = 13740 53060 Now heat from the action of CI on KI solution is simply excess of heat of the one
set of changes above that in the other set, i.e., 53060-(32864 + x) = 26209 20196-x = 26209 x =-6013
That is when hydrogen and iodine combine, for every molecule in grammes formed, 6013 units of
heat are absorbed. EXERCISE XI. 1. In an experiment to determine the calorific power of charcoal, 5
grammes of charcoal burnt in oxygen to COa raised 3 kgs. of water from 10C to 23-46 C. What is the
calorific power of charcoal as determined by this experiment? 2. What is the calorific power of a
solid fuel composed of 20 per cent, of hydrogen and 80 per cent, of carbon; a if burnt in oxygen, b if
burnt in air? 3....
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A superior quality publication and the font utilized was intriguing to read. I could comprehended every little thing using this composed e publication. You
will like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow

This is the finest ebook i have got read through till now. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at anytime of the time (that's
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